
There are three teams in this game. Whenever a team has the puck, they
are on offense trying to score on any net. The other two teams are on
defense and trying to regain possession of the puck and then score.
Progression: Add coaches/players in the zone offensive team can use as
support players at any time. Support players must be used on change of
possession

Key Points

Identify and puck pursuit.

Drill to work on agility, edges, transitions, puck control and passing.
There are three phases to the drill.

Player works on footwork following pattern around the cones

without a puck

Same as #1 except player has a puck the entire time.

Same pattern player has give and goes with teammates on

oppotside sides of the cones.

https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/d-3-cone-agility-
drill?position=6&list=d4N9nwQxf6MzIe1TsYxs2-8KE5Nb2kgiN-
KYsG5ZbJY

Key Points

Smooth pivots with outside edges

Butt low for a solid base

For #1, player has 1 hand on stick when b

Attack 2v0, start with players having to make 1 pass before the tires and
1 through before shot is taken. On shot players head the other
direction.
Progressions:

Have 2v2 but players from both ends leaving simultaneously

Bump it up to 3 players and require 3 passes.
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Angling week 2- anticipate opponents options

Coomey 2v2v2 8 mins

3 Cone Agility Drills 7 mins

Man vs Tire 7 mins



Simple 1v1 played within a circle. Coach continuously dumps pucks in
when they exit the circle or score. Can use mini-nets or passing nets.
Progressions:

Players can only score on certain net

Add goalies

Make 2v2

and   are stickhandling together in circle using pattern shown on
right ( is back and forth  is moving the puck in triangle motion
underneath stick). On whistle skates puck out around cone and
attacks the net,  turns for quick shot on goal, then moves up to angle
and force puck carrier skating forwards the entire time. Play it out 1v1.

Key Points

Puck control

Quick reactions on whistle, no hesitation

Proper angling

Coach sets up two carriers to create a chute at hte top of the circle. 
and   face the blue line and chips puck to the barrier on the blue
line.  retrieves the puck and turns back to attach the net (can go
either way).  closes the gap and angles puck carrier to the outside
skating forward. 

Key Points

Make sure  is using stick on puck, body on body giving as little

time as possible

Puck carrier should scan ice before receiving puck, attack net

quickly. 

2v2, where offensive team needs to circle around their own net

and attack from the half wall

Defending team must skate inside both circles before angling

the offense off

Key Points

Quick feet, good puck protection

Defence comes in deep and then angles play off to the boards

D, don't let the FWD's cut to the middle. Use stick to block off

lane and potential pass

1v1 Back to Back 7 mins

Kane v Toews 7 mins
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Chute Angling 7 mins
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Small Area Game - 2 vs 2 Angler 10 mins


